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Note:
1. This question paper consists of two pages.
2. Answer all questions.
3. Appropriate assumptions may be made if required

Jport network

lth a 20 resistorlis

1. The transmission (ABCD) parameters for a two-
are[5 10.0.].A 14-volt DC source in series wi

0.4S 1

connected across the input port and a 10.0. resisto
the output port. Draw the setup and find I! andIz,
the usual meaning as associated with a two-port r
Explain the term network synthesis. (2)

Ilr serves as Ithe lrad across
where the CUlTe ts haveletwork. 

(2,-8)

:riodic 

impulse

:10 you observe *ased on

:following 

h¥o s~quences:
hat the first ter~ in each

3. Using the z-transform fmd the convolution of the
h(n) = {I, 2, 0,-1, I} and x(n) = {I, 3, -1, -2}. Assume t

sequence corresponds to n = O. (6)
Distinguish between the operations involved in IiI]
circular convolution. (3)

lear 

convolution I and

4. Explain the conditions that a linear system satisfie
An L TI system has an impulse response h(t) = e-ar u

output y(t) = {e-bl -e-ct ~(t). Find the inputx(t). (8)

( I) " 5. Determine the z-transform of x[n] = -u[- n -1] + '2

and pole and zero locations of X[z]in the z-plane. (

s. 

(4)
(1) and

urn]. Sketch thelROC

6+3)

6. Sketch the magnitude and phase responses of an id
well as an ideal band-pass filter. Also briefly expl.a

eallow-pass filt~r as
in with furtJl1ers~etches



how the corresponding responses for practical filters deviate fr j m the

ideal. (4+2)

Explain the distinction between FIR and IIR filters. (4)

7. It is desired to use the N-point DFf to fmd the spectrum of an alog
signal that has been prefiltered by a low-pass fil1~er with a cutoff frequency
of 10 kHz. The desired frequency resolution is 0.1 Hz. Find the equired
value of N (assuming a power of 2) as well as th,e duration of th data
window. (4+2)
State the sampling theorem for low-pass signals. (2)

8. Using the decomposition-in-time FFf technique, show how the~ -point
DFT can be derived from the 2-point DFT. Illustrate your answe with

appropriate mathematical expressions as well as :signal-flow gra hs. (10)
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Find the inverse Laplace transform of the following:

a) x(s)=
1~(:;~""i)2 ~~e( s) ~ <~

b) Y(s)= ( 4+~)

2 Obtain the (a) impulse response and (b) step re,sponse ofa filtf
having the transfer function H(z) = 1

(4+~1 + O.4z-1

3 Consider a filter described by the difference eqllation
y[n] = x[n]- x[n -1].

( a) Find the frequency response H (.0.) of the ~;ystem.

(b) Sketch the magnitude response IH(.o.~ and the phase resp nse

8(.0.) .
(c) Comment on the nature of the filter. ('~+4 1)

4

5 Give the block diagram realizations for the follo'Mng
(a) y[n] = O.5x[n] + O.5x[n -1]

(b) Y(z) = O.25z-ly(z)+ O.5X(z)+ O.75z-1 X(z) (3+4)
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2. Sketch the following signals. (4 + 3 = 7 marks)

a) x(t)=3u(t-S)-u(t-7)-2u(t-9)
b) y[n] = 2nu[-n]

~

3. Evaluate the integral fS(cost )U(t -2)Ii(t )dr. (5 marks)
-

4. Let y(t) = x(t) * h(t), where * is the convolution operation. Obtain

x(t-tl)*h(t-t2) in terms of y(t). (8 marks)
5. Find the fundamental period of the signal x(t) = sin 2 t.JDetermine thf~ co lex

exponential Fourier series representation of x(t). (2 + (;; = 8 marks)
6. Find the Fourier transform of the signal x(t) = e-ar sin (lVo t )u(t), a > 0,. (10

marks)


